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RSA
® Via Access SID Agent Integration FAQ 

What is the RSA Via Access SID Agent Integration?  
RSA Via Access and RSA SecurID® (also known as RSA Authentication Manager or SID) are moving to be 
part of a single solution product set. An important stepping stone on this journey is to enable customers to 
reap the benefits of both products —either by  extending the value of SecurID to the cloud, or by providing 
new methods of Identity Assurance that enable secure and convenient access for any user, from anywhere, 
to anything.  With the RSA Via Access SID Agent Integration, end-users can use RSA Via Tokencodes nearly 
anywhere that SecurID tokens can be used.  This provides new RSA Via Access customers with a broader 
range of application support, and provides existing SecurID customers with an exciting glimpse into the 
future of RSA’s authentication portfolio. 

Is RSA SecurID going away? 
No, SecurID is an important piece of RSA’s Identity portfolio. It is part of the RSA Via story and will continue 
to be a competitive advantage for RSA as we tell our complete authentication and access story. Very few of 
our competitors can boast the kind of traditional/on-premises application support we have, in addition to 
cloud/SaaS, web and mobile application support. 

Which RSA Via authentication method(s) will work with RSA SecurID agents? 
In the initial release, only the RSA Via Tokencode can be used with SecurID agents.   

Does the RSA Via Tokencode incorporate a PIN or another second factor? 
Yes, the customer administrator can require all users to set a PIN and provide that PIN (or a fingerprint 
verification) before seeing the RSA Via Tokencode. 
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Do existing RSA SecurID customers have to upgrade anything? 
Customers will need to upgrade to Authentication Manager 8.2 (planned for release at the end of Q2), but 
they will not need to update/upgrade the existing SecurID Agents in their environment. This is a great 
message for SecurID customers: no agent or schema changes are required. SecurID administrators will 
view this as a very positive message. 

Which RSA SecurID Agents can RSA Via Access work with?  Which won’t work? 
We expect users to be able to use an RSA Via Tokencode for authentication with nearly all existing SecurID 
agents.   
RSA Via Tokencodes will not work with the Windows agent (it has unique offline mode functionality) or TCP 
agents (such as the newest web agent).  TCP agent support will be available in the near future. 

Does RSA Via Access provide SSO for RSA SecurID Agents? 
No.   If a user authenticates to their VPN (for example) with an RSA Via Tokencode, they’d still need to log 
into the RSA Via Access web portal to get SSO access to other applications.  However, users may be able to 
leverage IWA once they’re on the VPN, for a seamless login experience. 

What do customers need to purchase, in order to use this?  AM? Via Access? Both? 
A customer will need both RSA Via Access and Authentication Manager in order to use RSA Via Tokencodes 
with SecurID Agents.  For SecurID customers to fully embrace RSA Via Access, and for new customers to 
buy in, we understand that making it easy to purchase and consume these new capabilities is just as 
important as any technical integration.  In the near future, RSA will be announcing pricing and bundling 
options to enable customers to purchase and license both products in a single buying motion. More details 
on that to come.  

With this integration, do all RSA SecurID users automatically become Via Access users? 
No, but if users already have SecurID, this is a good opportunity to discuss protecting access to SaaS 
applications with RSA Via Access.  

Can a single user have both a RSA SecurID token and RSA Via Access authenticators at 
the same time? 
Technically, yes, but we think users will find it less confusing to only have one token/tokencode 
authenticator that they can use everywhere.  In the rare situation that a user needs to use RSA Via Access 
for some use cases and SecurID for others, they’d need to use a different username for each (for example, 
sAMAccountName for SecurID & email address for RSA Via Access). 

Do I still need RSA Authentication Manager if I migrate all of my users to Via Access? 
Yes.  AM acts as the SecurID Agent Hub, facilitating the communication between SID Agents and RSA Via 
Access. 

Future/Roadmap Features & Functionality 
RSA Via Access is the culmination of a story we began to tell with Authentication Manager 8—that is, 
the ability to provide a broad range of authentication capabilities that match the needs of an 
increasingly diverse set of users and use cases.  RSA Via Tokencode integration with SecurID Agents is 
just one step in that direction.  Over time, we’re looking to incorporate other RSA Via Access 
authentication methods such as push notification (“Approve”), fingerprint, EyePrint ID, and more.   
 
 
 
Note:  The final name of this feature may change from “RSA Via Access SecurID Agent Integration” to 
something else. On the AM side, it’s also known as the “RSA Via Access Agent Hub.” 
	  
 


